
                                 THE NHS FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST 

Results for the Month of September 2022 
 

1 Patient completed the questionnaire at the surgery 
166 Patients responded to our text message on their mobile device 

 
The combined responses were as follows: 

 
Thinking about your GP practice… 

 
1. Overall, how was your experience of our service?” 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Please can you tell us why you gave your answer? 
Always been really good for my husband and I, only thing I can say is tried to cancel an appointment was on hold for 48 minutes in a queue, maybe cancellations could be 
different line. 

Appointment was above an hour late but brief and to point and the doctor was very polite and caring 

Prompt and efficient  
Good response to my current problem, however more phone lines are needed at the practice. Long delays are always experienced when calling the practice, 
leading to frustration and anger from patients. It would surely be practical as well as beneficial 

The service was very good and much appreciated. 

The nurse was most professional while listening to me and I felt very comfortable with her and she explained things to me very clearly  

I found the GP I have the call with to be rude, aggressive and only interested in practice policy and not the patient. It took me to have to argue my point to actually be listened too  

Very informative. Speedy appointment. No waiting around. Nurse was particularly friendly and made an awkward procedure fine. 

Fast response and great communication with the doctor.  
Couldn't get through by phone so went down to surgery to make an appointment-luckily I drive,. Got an appointment for same morning to see Dr rashmi   
who is so nice and had my problem sorted quickly  

No comment  

Everything was fine though I think the layout of the building is rather outdated? 

Doctor always takes a lot of interest and care about what I tell them  

Very good Good Neither good nor 
poor 

Poor 
 

Very poor Don’t Know 

136 18 7 2 3 1 

 



Dr Chakraborty, is so lovely, always does his best for me, shame it?s always a phone call, surely doctors see your situation better when face to face! 

Doctor very approachable and thorough  

Always good service from all your staff  

Appointment was on time and nurse dealt with request for prescription promptly. 
Phone appointment on time and doctor was very knowledgeable, supportive, friendly, reassuring and gave me the information I required about how to treat my  
condition and told me if I needed any more help  
not to hesitate to call back. 

Easy informative 

Able to book a telephone consultation within 24 hours. Doctor listened and made appropriate referral very promptly.  

The locum doctor couldn't suggest a way to help relieve my cystitis-type symptoms - apart from calling 101 

Very happy with the doctors treatment , prompt and polite  
The consultation with Dr Rashmi was animated and informative and she offered as much help as she could. There remain ongoing issues non related to today's consultation which go back to 2019 still  
unresolved which is unsatisfactory  

Was treated very nice and it was very courteous 

Dr very helpful and easy to talk to and friendly  

Not actually meeting doctor Rasihe she was very through. 

Telephone consultation impersonal Unable to demonstrate mobility problem.  

Nice and polite and quick to be seen to 

Face to face appointment with a doctor. Very thorough and has a future plan for treatment  
Appointment on time 
Professionally and politely conducted Thanks  

Was seen on time. Everything was disgusted and explained. All staff were helpful and polite.  

Excellent service all round 

I saw the doctor on time, and he put my mind at ease. Everything went smoothly. 

Managed get appointment doctor was great listened give advice and appropriate medication  

Helpful and courteous  

Could of found the real problem with my knee.  
2hrs is not acceptable to wait for a telephone appointment. If I was late by that amount I would be asked to make another appointment.  
This is a two tier system one rule for me and another for you. Equality Act 
Tommy Chapman  

Rang by dr promptly, happy with outcome, though ive been advised to be seen dr to patient.  

The appointed doctor took his time & said he'll have to refer me if needs be.  

Very helpful very polite and a lovely lady. Talked me through everything I needed to know  

I asked questions they were answered in a way I completely   understood.  

I didn't feel I could explain my issues 

Friendly and efficient  

i find whoever i see whether its a doctor or the nurses or even the reception, very easy to talk to .And I know im in good hands  

Nurse was excellent concise friendly  



Dr Patika examined me and answered all my questions well. 
Excellent customer service and professionalism. Appointment was sorted with hesitation and made me feel very happy in the knowledge that I was going to be  
seen a earliest convenience.  

I.  Saw.   The.   Nurse.  To.   Day.   She.  Was.  Polite.   And.   Understanding.   I. Had.   My.  Blood test.   

The doctor was his usual professional but friendly & amiable self. 

The nurse was very confident and friendly and made me feel at ease 

Helpful and didn?t feel rushed 

Debbie was friendly and did her job efficiently  

From speaking to a care navigator, to telephone appointment with doctor. Swift and stress free  thank you:~} 
Always had good service over the years I've been  
With your practice  

Debbie was very helpful and informative gave me lots of good advice. 

Didn?t receive the phone call. 

Got appointment no problem, GP was lovely. 

Seen on time and good information from GP 

Louise and Hayley were very helpful  

Hayley was professional and took all the time needed to explain my treatment to me? excellent!! 
Waiting area is out dated. 
It feels like waiting in the police station cells.  

Doctor listened to what I had to say. Regarding my health issue and Mental health.  

The doctor was understanding and answered all my queries 

Was listened to and further tests sorted  

I had my blood pressure taken. That's all I can say 

All my questions answered professionally and with politeness.  
My doctor all times nicely  
Behave  
I love my doctor  

The doctor was very pleasant and clear about the results of my check up and also arranged with me an appointment to check an ongoing issue with my back  

I gave this answer because Dr Arun was wonderful and very understanding to me but then again all the staff are always very helpful and understanding too ty trinity medical centre ?  

The doctor was very helpful and informative.  

Very professional  
The Doctors at this surgery are always so nice and make you feel comfortable  
Also service from reception staff are always very helpful and polite  

On time, informative, and pleasant.  

Lots of helpful information given 

Very good 

The doctor was very helpful  

Nurse very helpful  



Friendly 1st class service. 
My appointment was on time my nurse was very pleasant and also quite efficient  
Thank you  
Nurse made me feel very comfortable and at ease. 
 
Thank you  

Good service  

Nurse was very helpful and listened to me about my grief after losing my dad 
No problems at all with my appointment Debbie the nurse who I saw is someone who cares about her patients and puts you at ease and gathered the info needed in a  
professional but slightly light hearted way altogether good experience. 

From the receptionist Lesley this morning with her pleasant and positive attitude.. and also the professional way i was treated by the Dr   

Prompt professional very informative and helpful service thankyou 

Long wait time but efficient once in the appointment  

So nice and lisping to me was very help ful 

Nurse Louise was excellent  

Seen to same day 

Positive feedback 

Doctor was thorough and helpful  

Both Dr's seen today were very helpful and clearly explained the reason for the appointment.  

Great service  

Louise took the necessary time to take my blood pressure, weight, calculate my heart attack risk, answer all my questions and give me a pneumonia jab! She was friendly and knowledgeable 

I find everyone so helpful and kind. Doctor Rashmi has been taking care of me recently, she's been wonderful.  

Quick appointment problem dealt with straight away  

Telephone appointment with the doctor, discussed my blood test. Very pleased the way it went 

 

 

Came away from the surgery happy with the answers I was given  

Excellent team from reception to the GP that we saw. All very helpful, very reassuring and caring.  

Dr Patteker was very helpful and listened to me.  

Quick precise & to the point 

Very good listen to everything I said.  

The nurse I seen appeared to be very knowledgeable, very good at communicating and made me feel comfortable. Thankyou. 

Very efficient and sympathetic service. Always very friendly.  

Doctor was lovely receptionists really nice very efficient 

Excellent staff and fantastic quality of service, i found.  
The nurse was very kind , and she listened to  
My story, she did not rush me , she made time for me , in this busy world , thank her very much for me  

Telephone call by Dr Pattaka was excellent,  however getting to make the appointment was really bad. When you finally get through after one call lasting 45 minutes there are no 



 appointments left and your asked to phone back following day. After 3days 

Nice to see a doctor face to face 

Because everything goes smoothly  

Swift booking for an appointment and good feedback from the doc  

Nurse Louise M was fab. Friendly, helpful, knowledgeable. She's a credit to the surgery.  

Doctor was very helpful  

Appointment on time, service excellent, very professional, kind courteous and thorough, please pass on my thanks - Rita. 
Excellent appointment. Doctor was friendly, helpful, efficient and professional. Assessed the problem, gave a diagnosis, prescribed a treatment and explained in a  
clear and concise way. If condition does not clear with treatment to return.  All good. 

The conversation with the Doctor was good and it gave me confidence about my treatment  

Dr dealt with things effectively, explained clearly what I needed to know while making me feel like a person not a statistic  

i enjoy coming to the clinic and have a chat loads to say its arranged things 

phoned on time, even though it was very early. phoned mobile first then the landline. I missed mobile call. Doctor was very helpful. 

Lot of help from nurse doctor thank you 

Results of MRI scan explained to me, and given details of next step 

The doctor chakraborty was excellent and put my mind at rest he explained everything to a high standard thank you  

Same day appointment with doctor I asked for. Doctor listened and gave me options for treatment.  

I found that both the staff and the Dr most helpful and courteous.  

Appointment was on time. Nurse was knowledgeable and treated me well 
Made to feel that my health was important and feel reassured that my health concerns are been investigated Doctor was caring and thoughtful. Really appreciate the speed in which I was given an  
appointment given the current strains placed on doctors  
Very poor appointment booking experience. I can?t book in advance online, only next day. Why? face to face appointments are on a 1st come 1st served basis.  
Took me 4 days to get through & obtain an appointment. I start work at 8am & cant wait in a Q 

It's nice to have a face to face appointment instead of a telephone call  

Dr. Chakraborty very helpful. The telephone appointment  system,not recommended. Navigator too much responsibility.  
After phoning for an appointment, I was given a time for the doctor ringing me, which was right on time, and after talking with the doctor I was given the medication I was  
needing, and only had to go to nearest pharmacy to pick it up.  

The service was very good because i got the help that i. Needed . very satisfied  
The way appointments are booked now on daily basis is no good for a working person who can't sit phone for any time in que like myself. 
After not getting through i went to surgery after work and was told couldn't make appointment face to face.  useless 
It was a chat with a student dr. 
She seemed very interested in my thyroid she was very pleasant and polite. 
Overall I find Trinity Medical Centre excellent. 

Appointment was on time, didn't have to wait long and was able to talk to the nurse without being rushed 

The doc was understanding and helped with the medication 

Helpful  

The doctor was very good 
I was very impressed with the Doctors thoroughness. I felt greatly assured by his diagnosis and was really pleased with the speed with which he arranged ongoing tests.  
Thank you very much for a pleasant experience 



Telephone appointment was not rushed, the doctor was very patient, understanding and very easy to communicate with. 
Over the years the doctors and staff have always been professional and helpful. If you need an appointment and it's urgent they find time to  
fit you in for the same day, otherwise it will be a couple of days wait.  

I received  Excellent Patient Care.  

Was very good felt pleased and not nervous 

Thanks  
 

 
 
 
Please tell us anything we could have done better? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


